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Notations 

For the notation of the functions the system of symbols used in mathe
matics is applied: generally capital letters for time functions of the physical 
variables and small letters for those of the variations at the workpoint. For 
example 8(t) denotes the time function of the controlled variable, s(t) = 

= 8(t) 8 0 is the same with respect to 8(J' 
The subscript 0 'with some variables refers to the value at the 'workpoint 

0, 'where the system is in stationary equilihrium. 

4* 

time 
Laplace operator 

. d 
J. = Tt differential operator 

G(s) 
H(s) open-loop tral15fer function of linear control system 

11 • 

H(s) = ~. T} si denominator of W(s), a polynomial of 11th order 
fJ 

m . 
G(s) = K ~' T} si numerator of W(s). a polynomial of mth order 

o 

the number of order of the differentiation "'ith respect to time 
S(t) controlled variable 

J,cI(t) modified variable 
Zq(t) gth disturbing variable 
Sa(t) basic value. the required value of S(I) 

/f number of the disturbing variables 

s(t) = S(I) So 

m(t) = lVI(t) -1vIo 
Zq(t) = Zq(t) - ZqO 
sa(t) = Sa(t) - Sao I 

l
iJ 1 __ I:i-l 

),- : 
J. 
I 

variations relative 1 
to workpoints So. 

JIo,Z go· Sao' J of 
the 

differential operator vector 

controlled variable vector 

f controlled variable 
modified variable 

) disturbing variable 
l basic value 

(in g: i = O ..... le: in f: i = O. . . .• m) 
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-~S(i)! - T si • 
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ZT(t) 
Q(t) 
l(t) 

U(t) 

UA(t) 
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basic value vector 
(i 0.. . .• c) 

qth distnrbing variable vector 
(i = O ••••• Zq) 

mollified variable vector 
(in g:i 0 •...• j; inf:i = 0, ... , m) 
controller function 
pJant function 

3f '] 
SS io 

Taylor coefficient ,-ectors of the functions g and f 

- I 1 cg I 

oM ;0 

og ! 1 
OSa io 

3f ' 

SJl o 

torque relative '-,llue 
angular velocity relative value 
armature current relative value 
terminal voltage relative value 
basie voltage relative value 
relative feedback index 
relative internal voltage drop 
ill the armature 
motor electrical time constant (sec) 
motor electromechanical time constant (sec) 
gain factor of the integral controller (sec-I) 
relative load torque value lITes> qolTo 
relative load torque at the stability limit 
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Introduction 

The linear control system dynamics is a ,rell delimited Hnd almost com
pletely elahorated field in the control theory. When the mathematical modcl 
of a real system is represented hy a linear, constant coefficient differential 
hluation of arhitrary order, the system analysis and synthesis can he performed 
, .. -ithout any special difficulties. Due to its properties the mathl'matical model 
can he reduced to algehraic system of equations hy yarious integral transfor
mations (Laplace, Fouriel') and the principle of superposition holds [1]. 

The practical design hy thesc methods is in fact an application of 
Bode's theorems for control "ystems and presently it is the most common 
method [2]. 

This adyanced state uf the linear eontrol theory is prohably due to the 

fact that cyen hefore the emergence of control science the Kirchoff eCIuations 
for lumped parameter electroteehnieal and electronic circuits led to lineal' 
differential equations so that the theoretical methods deyeloped here wert' 
a pplicable for the analysis and synthesis of contrul systems. Until quite recently 
t he theory of these fields differed only in terminology [3]. 

In many cases the phenomena arising in real physical systems cannot 1)(' 
described by lineal' mathematical models. The mathematical models describ
ing the signal transmission in the systems often lead to llonlinrar differential 
{'quations. No uniform theo1'etical test method can he used in these cases. 

There arc, howeyer, test methods for some types of llonlinearity and 
",~-strm structure, morcoycr these methods can be generalized for generally 
an-eloping static characteristics with discontinuities [4J. By these tests stahi
lity problems as "limit cycle" problem can he soh-ecl in the first place, and they 
are usually suitable for "'ystems 'which can he divided to strictly linear and nOll

lineal' parts. Here the linear and nonlinear parts of the influenee diagram aT(' 
eOllllectcd in series, in parallel 01' via a feedhack, and so thp mathnnatical 
uperation of summation, suhtraction is permitted among tht' parts heside 
the s<:l'ies connection. If other operations are used (multiplication, raising to 
Cl pO'wer diyision of variables, etc.) these methods prove to he tedious or ('yell 

unusable. 
In these cases one can haye resort only to the computer analysis by digi

tal or analog computers. The analog computer is highly preferable for this pur
pose as compared to the digital machine, hecause it works in parallel mode at 
a yny high speed, and the runs for yarious parameters giyc immediate rcsult" 
as characteristic curycs in diagram form. 

This paper endeavours to give an examination method for a general COll
trol system, and taking into account a prop"riy (;1' nonlinearities going heyond 
the nonlinearity of the static curye system. Essentially it is recognized that 
giycn types of nonlinear sYstems can be described hy characteristic equation 
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linearizing about the workpoints of the functions goyerlling the system Le
hayiour, and the root-array of thcse characteristic equations which depends 
on the workpoint can constitute a "map" for the nonlinear system. 

I. The structme of the system under study 

The control systems based 011 the principle of negativ-e feedback can be 
fundamentally characterized by the influencc schcme of Fig. 1. 

Z, Zn 

Fig. 1. Influence scheme of the control system 

In this schemc the control deyice (comprising the basic and error forming, 
:,cnsing, amplifying, actuating and interHning function and their intcrnal 
feedbacks) can be descrihed by a function in 'I-hich the two input signals of 
the controller (Sa and S) appear as independent yariables and the output 

:,ignal M as dependent v-ariahle. 
This function must he determined hy the system designer. He must take 

into account the interrelationship hct'wcen the dependent yariahle S and the 
n + 1 inclepe12clent yariahles of the plant, v,-hien follows from the technological 
properties and requirements. 

A design is to start in the first plaec' from tllP funetions concerning the 
equilibrium state. Th(' designer has to examine the control aim, how the sig
nals Zq influence the S YaJu(' statically, then aftrr determining the most 
unfayourahle disturbing signal combination pattern he marks out the necessary 
modification range for ilL 

\Vith the inclusion of a satisfactory "dynamic margin" to this range of 
modification the requirement for the control dn-ice can numerically be estab

lished. 
The system dynamics design is "simple", -when the relationship among 

the system yariables can he giYell in terms of linear differential equations. 
If the controller and plant fUllctions are continuous, and the system functions 
as a constant value control, so that its characteristics can be lincarized at a 
workpoint, the design method for linear systems call he applied for nonlinear 
systems aswdl, at least in the v-icinity of the equilibrium 'workpoint. 

In the structure under study the following assulllp tions are made: 
a) The control deyice and the plant are characterized by nonlinear func-
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tion defined over a simply connected range T and haying continuous partial 
derivatives there. This restriction aims to have such control system to be studied 
where both the plant and the control device 'wouldbe characterized by "smooth" 
functions. Apart from the relay (discontinuous) systems a good many control 
systems are featured 'with this property r.s most practical linear systems con
tain inherent nonlinear elements (amplifier saturation, iron saturation, etc.), 

b) The functions defined oyer the range T are of single yalue. This assump
tion excludes from the study the hysteresis-type organs, and so the dependent 
yariable assumes a single yalue for any given combination of the independent 
yariables of thc functions describing the system. 

According to these conditions the nonlinear sYstem fUllctions 

g" [IVI (t); S(t); Sa(t)] = 0 

f* [S(t); Zl(t): ... ; Z!-,(t); M(t)] = 0 
(1.1) 

concerning the control device and the plant are required to he such that within 
the defined range of the yariables, a tangent plane could he drawn to the 
hypersurfaces (1.1) assuming arhitrary combination of yariahles: this tangent 
plane must substitute (1.1) oyer the range' J. On this assumption a first order 
Taylor approximation can he giycn. 

2. W ol'kpoint linearization of the system 

Functions (1.1) can be expressed as 

JIlt) g [M(t); S(t); S,,(t)] 

Set) = f [S(t): z(t): lVI(t)] 
(1.2) 

F or the sake of simplicity one clisturbing yuriable (q = 1) i" as;'Ullled in tllf'se 

fUlletions. 
Eq. (1.2) can he obtained from (1.1) by arranging according to any factor 

containing terms iif(t) and S(t), then diyiding by the coefficient of the factor. * 
In steady state the equilibrium workpoint - assuming constant value 

c::mtrol - is characterized by the 

J1" = gU~ll1: 5 11 : SCf)) 

S" = f (So; Z,,; .:11u) 
(1.3) 

" If lH(t) in g* or S(t) in f* does not appear, the equation should be arranged according 
to the least order time deriyative of .ilI(t) and S(t). This is the case when the controller (I, PI, 
rID types) or the plant are of integral type. For the sake of simplicity systems consisting of 
zero-type (static) control deyices and plant will be examined next. 
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data, as the zero value of the time derivative (i. ~ 1) is regarded to he the condi
tion of the equilibrium. If at this 'workpoint - with the systrm being in rest 
the variables Z and Sa which are independcnt from the vie'wpoint of the sys
tem, vary relative to their irorkpoint values, this fact necessarily involves the 
variation of the values of J1 and S, too. The qucstion arises, hOir this dynamic 
operation evolves with time. This can only he ans'wered hy soh-ing Eqs (1.2) 

for Z(t) and Sa(t). As mentioned hefore, this is a hard task heeause of the nOl1lin
earity of functions (1.2)and often the analog modcling has to have recourse to. 
It is somn\-hat simpler to evaluate the system dynamics, if thc variation of Z 
and Sa is little at the i\-orkpoint. In this case the moyemrnt over the llonlinear 
hypersurface can he approximated by a movcment over a tangent plane. 

This assumption pcrmits no definite statement as to the system response 
to large variations, yl't it is worthwhile to carry out the illi-estigation if nothing 
hut informatively. 

Apply the Taylor approximation to equations (1.2) at the 'workpoints 

1Hn; SI): Zo: Sa:): i.e.: 

S(t) 
,,~ , 

01 - of af , 
s(t) - "Z z(t)-'- ~,,~ m(t) 

v 01,1 ',0 

-. 00- - 80' 
m(t) -'- ~, s(t) - -.!='- s,,(t) . 

'0 'oS in' aSaiu 

On this hasis the system's "equation of motion" IS 

sit) 11- af 
Am A . :;(t) - )", m(t) 

Jii I',) ( 1 ~-j.) 

m(t) 11 -
I 

~jl Ai . s(t) -- 'i:e s,,{t). 

Eq. (lA) is a system uf tineal', COllstallt cueffieient differnltial (,fIuations lk
scrihing the control system at the workpoint. This system of equations i5 to Lt, 
solved for giyen time functions Z(t) and Sc(t), in order to get the system P'

sponse fUIlctioIls S(I) and m(t) for z(t) and sa(t).* 

* The "free motion" of the control system in case of excitations ;;(1) :=0 0, Si1) =" (j i,. 
characterized by the expression 

s(i) [1- ;;- '1 ;r -;;- cg-;;-
. J'j I = ;1"~ I.;:. m(t). -- . I./: . 5(1) 

_"J. sS '" 

deriying: frolll the product of Err. (1,.1.). Thi, equality must hold at eycry momeul, j .c. 

must hold. Thi, i, the cliaracteri .. tic equation of the sy"tem. 
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From among the functions describing the system the characteristic equa
tion is the most representatiye as to the dynamics. In our case this equation 
can be ,Hitten as 

[ 
'"'f I "I' ;;- i J I;:;-f' ) ;;- I o I - og, - 0 I - og-

1 - -1 . A I· 1--I . A, - ,-', . A '1-1,' )"',\ = 0 as 10 m", oJliI(l J oM IQ n ,05 0 ' , 

or 

(Li) 

;,i = o. 
~if ' , 

__ 0 I. . 
oiVI: o oS I) 

n 
-:5' ---:--c-,-;J . 

0= 
cUI ,0 AS ,0 

On the hasis of this characteristic equation the problems of stahility and damp
mg conditions of th~ sYstem can b~ analyzed. 

3. Study of workpoint stahility on the hasis of the characteristic equation 
of the linearized system 

Eq. (1.5) is of great importance for the analysis of control systems. EWll 

the analysis of linear systems has led to a so-called characteristic equation, 
whose roots have determined the performance of the system. These roots appear 
in the expoIlent of time fUllction of the force-free systcm. Their signs, real nE;l 

imaginary paTts deter-mine the dynamic operation. 
Eq. (1.5) 'was obtained as the char-acteristic equation of a nonlinear SF

tem, hut hecause of the linearizatiol1 this equation is valid for small yaI'iation~ 

ll(-ighholll'ing the wOl'kpoint. 
CClEsider the coefficients of i, in Eq. (1.5) 

\ l' [ - i] _-3.S (dIn I, dim [ S] dim [g] 

dim [T~i] = sec i 

dim [T!vuJ = sec i 

dim [Tl~li] == sec i 

dim [%J = 1 

dim [.If] and 

(Uij 

eoefficients are numbers with the dimension sec i
, 'denote them hy T~i' 1',\1, 

T~:, T;\ 1: , %, respectively. ::'\ow Eg. (1.5) can he wI'itten as 
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(1.7) 

The values of these coefficients are uniquely determined by the workpoint 

data So, Nfo' Zo' Saa as well as the structure of the g andffunctions. Beside 
the yariables these functions include various system parameters, which are 
constant, dimensioned numbers, usually as coefficients or exponents. Denote 
these parameters by a, b, c, ... and x, (3, }" ... in functions f and g, respectively. 
By this reason the coefficients Ts, is, T,vr, iM and % are the functions of this 
svstem parameters and of the workpoint data, i.e. 

TL = fSi(a; b; c; 

i~i = FJ a; b; c; 

T~v!i = fji( x; (3; )/: 

i~Vfi = fT/A x; (3; )/; 

% =f(a: b: c; 

So; Jlo; Zo; Saa) 

So; J10; Zo; 5,,0) 

So; jHo; Zo; Sao) 

So; .Mo; Zv; Sao) 

So; J10; Zo; 5 00) 

(1.8) 

In linear control systems, as the functions (1.2) are given in terms of linear 
differential equation, the coefficients T, i and % are independent of the work

point data So, 111(" ZI) and San. 
Therefore the array of the characteristic equation's zeros for these sys

tl~ms can he plotted hy the kno,Hl root-locus methods 'where some a, b, c, ... 
or x, (3, I' ... type system parameters are taken as variables. Its influence on 
the damping and the stability for the variation of thr parameter over some 
region is shown on the root-locus curve. 

4. Nonlinear system root-locus curve 

The coefficients of Eq. (1.8) suggest the idea of expressing the physical 
parameters of the system static workpoint as fUllctions of the independent 
variahles S,,(J a:1(1 Zo' because in thr equilibrium workpoillt (1.2) can he given 

in form of 

so that 

Sa = j".(Sa(), Zo)' 

This operation in (1.8) wo'uld mean that coefficients T. i and K are. hesides 
being dependent on the system parameters, functions of only the independent 
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yariables SafJ and ZOo The following question can be raised. Assuming constant 
a, b, c, ... and x, {3, f', ... system parameters ho'w the zero array of the charac
teristic equation of a nonlinear system will vary as a function of the independ
ent system yariables, and 'what kind of zero array 'will characterize the non
linear system at the workpoints corresponding to various equilibrium states. 
This question can be answered hy plotting a conventional root-locus curve, 
which curve, provided a coustant basic value (constant value control), gives the 
root array of linearized characteristic of the nOlllinear system oyer the Zmin < 
Zo < Zmax yariation range of the independent variable ZOo So cssentially the 
root-loci of the characteristic equation (1.7) written as 

N 
5' A,(a; b; c; ... 7.; (3; /'; ... Sao; Zo)·;,i 
0' 

o (1.9) 

are plotted on the complex plane, while for Sail const ZIP or for ZII = const 
Sao yaries oyer an illten-al prescribed by the system operation, and the sys
tem parameters a, b, c, ... and 7., I), I', ... are of constant yalue. 

The solution of (1.9) for;' cloes not mean any special difficulties as even 
relatiyely small digital computers have corresponding subroutines for soh-ing 
equation of (1.9) type up to seyeral hundreds of order. Some prohlem can arise 
from the repetitive computation, because the coefficients of (1.9) are usually 
complicated irrational functions of Zi)' 

5. Example 

A circuit di::gram and influence scheme are shown in Figs 2. and 3. 

The relationship between the physieal yariahlps of a ,,-indi!lg-up machine drive 
is illustrated by the influence seheme. The aim of control in this case is to 
ensure a static functionality ZT . D = const l)t't'n~cn the load torque ZT and 
the angular yelocity. This problem could be reduced to contl"ol the system to 
hold (1 - g)FD as constant. 

This ,,-as done hy measuring the signal (1 - 9 )I~D, comparing its yalue 
with the required yalue S", and feeding the difference signal into an integrator. 
The integrator output alters U._\ as long as the Sa i) - (1 9 )IgD 0 0 is 
established at its input. In this equilibrium state a zero signal must appeal' 
at the input of thf' intf'grator with J) output, that is 

or (Fl) 
const 

i.e. the system meets the requirements as to the static properties. The other 
functionalities in the influence scheme result from the fact that in order to 
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l·c1ie-ve the contI"olleI" and to pennit manual contTol the chi-vc ,,"as supplied by 
a magnetic amplifier. Its output -voltage - as a consequence of the negati-vc 
CUl"I"cnt feedback - linearly decreases when the current increases. Thus 
ZT D = const can he reached 'without control hy a properly set feedbaek. 

Fig. :2. Dri,'c control of a winding-up machine. C: Control amplifier: }IA: }Iagnetic power 
amplifier: }I: Externally excited DC motor: TD: Tachometer generator: PD: Power detector: 

V: Feedback circuit: B: \'found up bale 

The nonlinearities sho'wn in the influence scheme cHe due to the operational 
properties of the series motor. The other effects due to other possible nonlin
parities (as saturation and hysteresis of the magnetic amplifier, saturation of 
otheI" amplifiers Ilonlinearities in the exeitation and armature circuits of th" 
motor, ete.) are disregarded in this example. 

The normalized basie equations of the system aTt? (5): 

L-(t) - I} I(t) - ':.' cl~~t) - (1 - I})I(t)!2(t) = 0 

F-(t) ZAt) -
1- L, dQ(t) =0 

d. elt 

dUet) 
c.\.(t) - ':.'rl(t) - U(t) - T = 0 

elt 
(F2) 

S(t) - (1- 0)I'-(t).!2(t) =0 

U.,,(t) f3 ) [Sa(t) - Set)] elt =.-= 0 

In this nonlinear system of equations r, 0; Tt' Till, 13 and T ean h'~ regarded as 
constant system parameters. The dependent variahles are U(t), Set), l(t), 
D(t) and UA(t), while Se,(t), ZT(t) are independent variables. The system oper
ation eondition can he deseribed hy Sa(t) = San = eonst, 'while the load torque 

exeurses the interval 1 < ZT"< 4. 
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From the linearization of the system the characteristic equation can hi' 
gained at the workpoint (ZTO' Sarl' Do, 1 0 , So, UAO' Un) as 

\' In J. -;- v In '1' TT- 4 I I T l' DJ TT J -~ , o mJ.-;-

..L [.) T 12 ..L (l..L, r 
1 O-J o. 1 - 9 0 ') T J -2 ' ~--o m J. -;-

Fig. 8. Power control influence scheme of the winding-up machine 

.-\5 from (Fl) 

(1 9)15 Do Suo 
'we get 

lo(Sao; ZTO) = 1 ZTO 

therefore (F3) can be written as 

A 1(San; ZTo)}.4 + A3(Sao: ZTo) 1.3 ..L A~(Sao; ZTO) 1.2 + 
+ A1(Sao; ZTO)i. ..L Ao(Sao; ZTr!) = O. 

(F3) 

(F4) 
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The coefficients 1Il (F4) are 

A.1(Sao; ZTO) = a 

A 3(Sao;ZTo) = b -+- c i1 + Ch Sao) 
I ZTo. 

Az(Sao;ZTo) = eZTO -+- i(l + d ~Q() 1 
;. Tf) I 

(FS) 

J (S . Z ) - Z 'I S 00 -:tl all' TO - g To T l I -

I ZTO 

Ao(Sao; ZTO) = i ~Zh 
They can be interpreted as functions of the torque and the required value 
Sa (a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i are constants). 

0,2<ZTo<25 

Sao'" 0,9 

1'14).' +A3;\3 +A 2;\2+A)). +1'10 = 
A.(J.-J.dzTo}j[J. -J.z{ZTo)j[A -A3(ZTO)}.[J. -AIt (ZTo)} == ° 
A.= 0,7 

;;3= 0,7+0,7(:+ z~) 

A2 = 2m +0,7(1;.5 + z~al 
A 2 1;1,9 ,= m+ YzTo" 

25 lIT' 

Fig. 4. Root array of the characteristic equation in the case of a torque disturbing signal 
varying in the range 0.2 < ZTo < 25 with a constant basic signal Sa, 

For the parameters [r, Q, Tv, Tm, T, p] = [3.S, 0.1, 1.0, 0.7, 1.0, 3.33], 
Sau 0.9 constant, the root array of the characteristic equation (FS) for the 
range 0.2 < ZTO < 25 was computed as a function of ZTO' Computation was 
carried out on the digital computer ODRA 1013 at the Department of Process 
Control, Poly technical University of Budapest (Fig. 4). From the root-locus 
curve, as it can be seen, for Sao = 0.9 and increasing disturbing signal ZTO' 

the system runs through various workpoints which results in difft'rt'nt damping 
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conditions (of course for small input yariations). If the torque is in the ranges 

Z" < ZTO < Z;l and Z;l1 < ZTO < Z;H' the damping of the system response 

is liTes > ~oITo' if Z;l < ZTO < Z"o and Z;l* < ZTO < Z~(h~ the damping is 
~ o/To > liTes> 0, and if Z"o ZTO Z;o* or ZTO > Z;Il* the response is 
not damped and an oscillation , .. ·ith increasing amplitude will arise. 

The basic requirement in the design of this system was to form a parame

ter system [1', Q, T" Tm, T; P] that thE' 1 < ZTO < ,1 operational torquE' range 
lies on that part of the root-locus curye, where liTes:> ;o/To holds, as in this 
case neither stability nor damping problems will arise. 

S{t) 

Sa(t} Q(t) 

Fig. 5. Scheme of an analog computer program for power control 

To check for the damping conditions of the system the equations (F2) 
were also programmed on an eighty-amplifier analog computer of the Process 

Control Department. Fig. 5 shows the block diagram. Sao = 0.9 and ZTO = 1 
were set as -workpoint yalues in the static system. The load torque ZT was 
yaried linearly with a slight slope, so that the yariatioll due to the system's 
own dynamics took place during the yariation of 1 % in ZT. The static curycs 

D O(ZTO) and S O(ZTO) are plotted in Fig. 6a. Figs 6b and 6c show the time 
functions D(t), when a ZTO = l(t) step -was fed into the system at the ,\·orkpoints 
1, 2, 3 and 4 (Fig. 6b) and when starting from the workpoint 1 the system 
was excited by l(t), 2.1(t), 3.1(t), 4.1(t) and 7.1(t) torque steps. Comparing these 
time functions with the root-locus curve of Fig. 4 identical results were obtained 
for the damping conditions. 

6. Conclusions 

The dynamics of a linear control system with the open-loop transfer func
tion W·(s) = G(s)jH(s) can be characterized by the characteristic equation 

G(s) H(s) 

m 
)CT}si = 0 
o 

o 
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Fig. 6. Dependence of the controlled variable (S) and an internal signal (Q) of a nonlinear 
control system on the static disturbing signal (a) and its angular velocity response to 

"small" (b) and "large" (c) variations of the disturbing signal in separate workpoints 

When thi~ equation is 'written in the form of 

N 
:>' Ai Si 0 
o 

the coefficient At is a function of the parameters of time constant type and of 
the loop gain 

The root-locus curve of the system plotted versus a system parameter (generally 
the loop gain) shows the stability and damping conditions of the closed-loop 
system. 

The characteristic equation of a nonlinear system with given mathemat
ical structure is valid in the neighbourhood of the workpoint and is signifi
cant for the d'ynamic properties appearing in this region only. Therefore, the 
characteristic equation written in the form: 

has different coefficients Ai at various workpoints, i.e. Ai depends beside on 

the system parameters on independent variables Sao, Zo' "which determine the 
workpoint values. 

Ai = Ai(a, b, c, ... , x, /3, y, . .. , Sao' Zo)' 
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Summary 

Assuming constant system parameters a nonlinear system can be characterized by a 
root-locus curve. which shows the influence of the variation of the disturbing signal in the 
case of varying or constant basic value on the root-locus plot of the syste~. The charac
teristic equation and root-locus curve give the workpoint damping ratio at various work
points of the system. 
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